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Metastasis is a complex multistep process that depends 
on a range of biological characteristics within the primary 
tumor as well as the host response and interactions with 
the microenvironment within distant metastatic sites such 
as the bone marrow microenvironment (1). Tumors such 
as breast cancer have a particular predilection to spread 
to bone with disseminated cells able to survive in the 
circulation and colonize metastatic niches within the bone 
marrow microenvironment. Here they are able to enter a 
state of dormancy where they may survive for many years 
and remain sub-clinical before awakening, starting to 
proliferate and establishing overt metastases either within 
bone or at other sites such as liver, lung and brain. Bone 
targeted agents such as the bisphosphonates, which have 
profound effects on bone cell function and modify the 
bone microenvironment, have been studied in numerous 
randomized clinical trials for more than two decades. 
However, variable results have been observed and the use 
of adjuvant bisphosphonates in women with early breast 
cancer remained an area of controversy (2).

The Early Breast Cancer Clinical Trials Collaborative 
Group (EBCTCG) published a large, comprehensive 
individual patient meta-analysis of all available data from 
randomized trials that appeared to confirm the hypothesis 
identified in several individual trials (3,4) that efficacy was 
limited to postmenopausal women—either through natural 

ageing or the use of ovarian function suppression (5). In this 
sub-population, clinically and statistically significant benefits 
were seen with prevention of around one in four recurrences 
of disease in bone and one in six breast cancer deaths, while 
no benefits were seen in premenopausal women. Indirect 
comparisons between trials testing intravenous zoledronate 
(various schedules), daily oral clodronate and daily oral 
ibandronate suggested that bisphosphonates were effective 
as a class of agents despite differences in molecular action. 
This was supported by a large randomized trial of these 
three agents which showed no difference in outcomes with 
the three different treatment strategies (6).

The TEAM-IIB trial reported by Vliek and colleagues 
evaluated oral ibandronate 50 mg daily for three years in 
a randomized, open label trial conducted in 1,116 women 
with estrogen receptor positive (ER+) stages I-III early 
breast cancer (7). Early analyses, performed at a median 
of three years follow-up corresponding with the end of 
treatment suggested benefit with fewer recurrences in bone 
and improved disease-free survival (DFS) in the ibandronate 
treated patients. However, the analyses reported in this 
manuscript after a median follow-up of 8.5 years failed 
to show any long-term benefits from oral ibandronate in 
this population of patients and the authors conclude that 
daily oral ibandronate is not an effective treatment in post-
menopausal ER+ breast cancer.
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There are some important design features that 
may explain the lack of efficacy observed. Firstly, oral 
ibandronate was started after (neo)adjuvant chemotherapy 
[received by (56%)] and loco-regional treatments had been 
completed resulting in considerable delay in the initiation 
of treatment in the majority of patients. This is different to 
most of the trials included in the EBCTCG meta-analysis 
where adjuvant bisphosphonates were initiated alongside 
systemic chemotherapy. Colonization of the bone marrow 
occurs early in patients destined to develop disease relapse 
and it may be important that the microenvironment is 
modified early before disseminated tumor cells (DTCs) have 
had a chance to become established within the bone marrow 
niches and tumor dormancy has developed. Unfortunately, 
the forest plot of sub-group analyses does not include 
early (no chemotherapy) versus delayed (chemotherapy 
administered) initiation of ibandronate.

Secondly, ibandronate was continued for three years 
and the effects on bone cell function could be expected 
to wane during year four. In contrast, zoledronate has a 
longer duration of action with effects on bone cell function 
still evident many years after administration (8). The slow 
off-set of effects with zoledronate or the need to continue 
administration beyond 3 years for long term benefits may 
be necessary. Only the SUCCESS-B trial has investigated 
duration of treatment; disease outcomes and persistence of 
DTCs with adjuvant zoledronate for three or five years were 
compared. No differences in efficacy were seen although 
the trial was under-powered to reliably evaluate non-
inferiority of the shorter duration regimen (9). Additionally, 
zoledronate was not initiated until adjuvant chemotherapy 
had been completed, potentially affecting the impact of 
both treatment schedules on disease outcomes.

Thirdly, the sample size in the TEAM-IIB trial was 
amended due to slow accrual from 2,058 to 1,116 patients 
resulting in reduced power to identify any likely differences 
in outcomes, especially when one takes into account that 
30% of patients in the ibandronate arm discontinued 
treatment early including around 10% within the first 6 
months.  Finally, the primary endpoint of DFS includes 
non-breast cancer events such as deaths from other causes 
and development of a new second primary. It is of interest 
that the relapse free interval curves continue to show a 
difference in favor, albeit not significant, of the ibandronate 
treated patients whereas the DFS and overall survival curves 

merge and cross at around 7–8 years. More meaningful 
endpoints, particularly in an older population of patients 
at significant risk for non-breast cancer events are breast 
cancer recurrence and breast cancer deaths as used by the 
EBCTCG in all their analyses.

The patients selected for treatment in the TEAM-IIB 
trial were consistent with current clinical guidelines (10,11). 
However, recent data suggest the use of a fluorescent in-situ 
hybridization (FISH) test to determine levels of expression 
of the predictive biomarker MAF identifies patients most 
likely to benefit from zoledronate (12) or oral clodronate (13) 
with benefits restricted to the 80% of patients found to have 
normal levels of MAF (MAF-negative), while the remaining 
20% of patients with tumors that have amplified expression 
of MAF (MAF positive) gain no benefit and may be at 
increased risk of developing life-threatening extra-skeletal 
metastases. It would be intriguing to investigate outcomes in 
the TEAM-IIB study according to MAF status. 

So, how should the results of the TEAM-IIB study 
influence clinical practice? Oral ibandronate is not 
recommended by North American guidelines as the agent 
is not approved for any indication in the United States (10). 
However, current clinical guidelines in Europe include 
daily oral ibandronate as an alternative treatment option 
to intravenous zoledronate or daily oral clodronate (11).  
Because of the relatively high rate of gastrointestinal 
adverse events and the complexity of adhering to daily oral 
ibandronate requiring administration on an empty stomach, 
with the need for an upright posture to speed up passage 
through the esophagus and no oral intake, other than water, 
for an hour after administration, most clinicians initiate 
treatment with intravenous zoledronate and offer patients 
the option to transition to oral therapy after completion of 
(neo)adjuvant chemotherapy. As in the TEAM-IIB study, 
around 1 in 6 patients evaluated in routine clinical practice 
discontinued oral ibandronate because of adverse events, 
typically within the first six months (14). It is important 
that such patients are offered the option to resume/initiate 
intravenous zoledronate. The EBCTCG is performing 
an update of the bisphosphonate meta-analysis and will 
look to address the potential importance of when adjuvant 
bisphosphonates are initiated as well as treatment duration. 
Pending this, intravenous zoledronate for 3–5 years 
provides the simplest option that ensures compliance and 
the opportunity to gain the benefits of treatment.
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